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Hyperfine interaction measurements in LaCrO3 and LaFeO3 perovskites using perturbed angular
correlation spectroscopy

R. Dogra,* A. C. Junqueira, R. N. Saxena, A. W. Carbonari,† J. Mestnik-Filho, and M. Moralles
Instituto de Pesquisas Energe´ticas e Nucleares IPEN-CNEN/SP, P.O. Box 11049 - Pinheiros, 05422-970 Sa˜o Paulo, SP, Brazil

~Received 7 December 2000; published 10 May 2001!

The perturbed angular correlation~PAC! technique was used to study the hyperfine interactions in the
antiferromagnetic and paramagnetic regions of the distorted perovskites LaCrO3 and LaFeO3. The dilute
111In→111Cd nuclear probes were introduced into the samples through a chemical process. The present mea-
surements cover the temperature ranges from 15 to 848 K for LaCrO3 and 77 to 1324 K for LaFeO3. Two
distinct electric-quadrupole interactions were observed in each compound. The lower quadrupole frequency
was assigned to the transition-metal atom site while the higher frequency was attributed to the lanthanum site
in both cases. Temperature dependence of the electric-quadrupole interaction parameters indicated structural
phase transitions at around 512 and 1223 K, respectively, in LaCrO3 and LaFeO3. The phase transitions were
associated with the change from an orthorhombic to rhombohedral structure and characterized by a sudden
increase in the electric field gradientVzz and a decrease in the asymmetry parameterh for both sites. PAC
spectra measured below the Ne´el temperature revealed that at 0 K the supertransferred magnetic hyperfine field
on 111Cd at the Cr site in LaCrO3 ~2.4 T! is much smaller than at the Fe site in LaFeO3 ~19.4 T!. The magnetic
field on 111Cd at La sites in both compounds is of the order of 0.3 T. Additional measurements were made to
determine the magnetic hyperfine field using the probe nucleus140La→140Ce. The result reconfirmed that a
relatively weak hyperfine field is supertransferred to the probe atoms at La sites.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.63.224104 PACS number~s!: 76.80.1y, 71.90.1q, 31.30.Gs
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I. INTRODUCTION

The perovskite oxidesABO3 containing a rare-earth meta
on A sites with twelvefold oxygen coordination and a tran
tion metal onB sites with sixfold oxygen coordination ar
found to exhibit a rich variety of unusual and interesti
electronic, magnetic, and structural properties. As a re
these perovskites have gained much technological im
tance in the area of solid-state materials research. In gen
the structure of perovskites of typeABO3 is characterized as
a cubic closest-packed array of oxygen anions and largA
cations, with smallB cations in the octahedral interstitia
sites. The ideal cubic structure is distorted by cation s
mismatch and distorted structures are mostly orthorhom
and rhombohedral. Goldschmidt1 defined a tolerance facto
t5(A2O)/A2(B2O) to describe perovskite structures. Th
factor t is unity for an ideal cubic structure. Fort,1 the
space-group symmetry is lowered from cubic to tetragon
rhombohedral, or orthorhombic. According to Glazer2 for
tolerance factors only slightly smaller than unity the form
tion of rhombohedral phase is favored if theBO6 octahedron
is considered to be rigid and the averageB-O bond length is
temperature independent. Therefore,A-O bonds are elon-
gated with an increase in temperature and contribute mo
to the thermal expansion and hence the phase transforma
For larger deviations from the ideal ionic radius ratio, orth
rhombic structure is observed. It is therefore interesting
observe the effect of temperature on cation-anion b
lengths with some suitable microscopic technique using
propriate probes atA and B sites. To study such effects
lanthanum orthochromite LaCrO3 and lanthanum orthoferrite
LaFeO3 are good candidates as these perovskites are
torted and show temperature-dependent structural and m
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netic phase transitions. At ambient temperature these c
pounds have an orthorhombically distorted perovsk
structure3 of the type GdFeO3 and transform to rhombohe
dral structure at high temperature (;500 K for LaCrO3 and
;1200 K for LaFeO3 perovskites! accompanied by large
volume shrinkage involving absorption of heat.4,5 Further-
more, at very high temperature (.1800 K!, another phase
transition, from rhombohedral to cubic structure,3 has been
observed. LaCrO3 is a weak antiferromagnet below room
temperature6 while LaFeO3 is a canted antiferromagnet wit
high transition temperature of about 743 K.7

Although the structural as well as magnetic pha
transition behavior of the LaCrO3 and LaFeO3 perovskites
have been confirmed by other techniques,3–6 only a few mi-
croscopic studies on atomic scale have been reported. Re
microscopic investigations of perovskitesABO3 ~Refs.
7–10! were carried out through determination of the elect
field gradient~EFG! and magnetic hyperfine field~MHF! at
probes located atA andB sites, by a perturbed angular co
relation ~PAC! technique. This method offers a high sen
tivity to local structure variations in the crystal lattice an
consequently, can be used to follow changes such as b
distances, symmetry, defect trapping, etc. on a microsco
scale. Sample preparation is therefore the most impor
part in perovskite materials as defects can be produced
alter the characteristics of these materials. Recently, in o
to attain homogeneity, stoichiometry and high density, s
eral ceramic preparation techniques based on chemical ro
such as the citrate gel process, coprecipitation, and the c
plex compound process have been employed. We h
adopted one of the chemical processes to synthesize p
crystalline samples of LaCrO3 and LaFeO3, that offers a
unique way to introduce the probe ions homogeneously
©2001 The American Physical Society04-1
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the sample and this homogeneity is retained even after
tering at high temperature. Time differential perturbed an
lar correlation~TDPAC! measurements were performed
LaCrO3 and LaFeO3 perovskites at different temperature
using 111In→111Cd probes to obtain information about th
phase transition from orthorhombic to rhombohedral str
ture and the temperature dependence of the EFG and MH
La, Cr, and Fe sites. Additional TDPAC measurements us
140La→140Ce probes were also carried out below the N´el
temperature for both compounds.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Stoichiometric polycrystalline samples of LaCrO3 were
prepared from a mixture of lanthanum nitrate and chromi
nitrate solutions. The La(NO3)3 was prepared by dissolvin
a known quantity of La2O3 ~99.9%! in concentrated HNO3.
The required quantity of Cr(NO3)3.9H2O ~99%! was then
added to the La(NO3)3 solution to obtain a homogeneou
aqueous solution. Approximately 20–30mCi of carrier-free
111In was added and the whole solution was slowly eva
rated to dryness. The resulting powder was pressed
small pellets and sintered for 5 h at1300 K in air, ground to
a powder, and sintered again at temperatures between
and 1700 K for 5 h in air. The LaFeO3 sample was prepare
by a similar method where the starting materials La2O3
~99.9%! and metallic Fe~99.99%! were initially dissolved in
concentrated HNO3. Approximately 100 mg of LaFeO3 and
LaCrO3, prepared without the addition of111In, were irradi-
ated with neutrons in the IEA-R1 research reactor at the
stituto de Pesquisas Energe´ticas e Nucleares to produce th
140La activity.

The powder samples of LaCrO3 and LaFeO3 were ana-
lyzed by the x-ray-diffraction method. The magnetizati
measurements on these samples were made using a s
conducting quantum interference device~SQUID! magneto-
meter. The hyperfine interaction of the 245-keV 5/21 spin
state of the111Cd probe nuclei in the polycrystalline sampl
of LaCrO3 and LaFeO3 has been measured by the TDPA
technique utilizing the~171–245!-keV g-g cascade. The
g-g cascade of~329–487! keV populated from the beta de
cay of 140La was used for the measurement of magnetic
teraction of the 2083-keV 41 spin state in140Ce. TDPAC
spectra were recorded at several temperatures using a
dard setup with four BaF2 detectors arranged in a plan
90° –180° geometry, generating simultaneously 12 dela
coincidence spectra. The detector system had a time res
tion of 800 ps. A small tube furnace was used for the m
surements above room temperature and the temperature
controlled to within 2 K. For low-temperature measureme
the sample was attached to the cold finger of a closed-c
helium refrigerator with temperature controlled to better th
0.1 K. Spin rotation spectraR(t) were generated from back
ground subtracted coincidence countsC(u,t),

R~ t !52F C~180°,t !2C~90°,t !

C~180°,t !12C~90°,t !G , ~1!
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where C(u,t) are the geometric mean of the coincidenc
taken from the spectra recorded at angleu. Above the mag-
netic transition temperature, the measured perturbation fu
tion R(t) was fitted by using the following model for th
static nuclear-electric-quadrupole interaction:

R~ t !5A22G22~ t !5A22(
i

f iG22
i ~ t !, ~2!

whereA22 is the unperturbed angular correlation coefficie
f i are the fractional site populations, andG22

i (t) are the cor-
responding perturbation factors given by

G22~ t !5S201 (
n51

3

S2ncos~vnt !exp~2vn
2tR

2/2!

3exp~2vn
2d2t2/2!, ~3!

where the primary frequenciesvn and their amplitudesS2n
are related to the hyperfine splitting of the intermedia
nuclear level and depend on the nuclear quadrupole
quencyvQ5eQVzz/4I (2I 21)\ and the asymmetry param
eter h5(Vxx2Vyy)/Vzz, whereVxx , Vyy, and Vzz are the
elements of the EFG tensor in its principal-axis system.
usual,Vzz is the largest component of the EFG tensor a
generally one uses the spin-independent quadrupole
quency defined bynQ5eQVzz/h, whereQ is the nuclear-
electric-quadrupole moment of the intermediate level. T
known quadrupole moment of 0.83 b for the I55/21 inter-
mediate level of111Cd has been used to determineVzz. The
effects of finite time resolutiontR of detectors and the dis
tribution of the EFG with a widthd are properly taken into
account in Eq.~3!.

In order to fit the perturbation functions measured at te
peratures below the Ne´el temperature, we used a model f
the combined electric and magnetic interactions in a po
crystalline sample from which the quadrupole frequencynQ
as well as the Larmor frequencyvL5gmNBh f /\ can be de-
duced, whereg is the nuclearg factor andBh f is the hyper-
fine magnetic field. The known value of theg factor g
50.31 for theI 55/21 intermediate level of111Cd was used
to determine the hyperfine fieldBh f .

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The powder x-ray-diffraction patterns of the sampl
measured at room temperature were analyzed using the
etveld method and confirmed a single phase in both co
pounds having orthorhombic structure with no contaminat
phases~Fig. 1!. The measured crystallographic lattice co
stants for lanthanum orthochromite (LaCrO3) are a
55.479,b57.759, andc55.513 Å with space groupPnma,
while for lanthanum orthoferrite (LaFeO3), we obtained lat-
tice parametersa55.553, b57.857, andc55.563 Å , with
the Pbnm space group showing good agreement with
earlier x-ray measurements.6,11 The structure of an orthor
hombically distorted perovskiteABO3 is shown in Fig. 2.
Magnetization measurements with a SQUID magnetom
confirmed the antiferromagnetic phase with Ne´el tempera-
4-2
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HYPERFINE INTERACTION MEASUREMENTS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B63 224104
tures of 291~1! and 740~1! K, respectively, for LaCrO3 and
LaFeO3 samples.

The perturbation functions, measured above the Ne´el tem-
perature, for the LaCrO3 and LaFeO3 samples along with
their respective Fourier transforms are shown in Figs. 3
4. The PAC spectra were least-squares fitted with up to th
probe sites using the theoretical perturbation function gi
by Eq. ~3!. A visual inspection of the Fourier spectra clear
shows two major fractions with sharp and well-resolved f
quencies in both compounds.

One of the major tasks of PAC experiments is to ident
correctly the location of the nuclear probe in the crystal l
tice, giving rise to the observed perturbation function.
both perovskites studied here, we have associated the
served higher quadrupole frequencynQ;140 MHz to the
111Cd probe substituting the La atom and the lower f
quency nQ;30 MHz to the probe substituting the Cr~Fe!
atoms. This assignment is essentially based on the resu
an earlier PAC measurement in several rare-earth~RE!
orthoferrites including the LaFeO3 ~Ref. 7!. The 111In
→111Cd probe was introduced in these compounds by a s
lar chemical process as the one used in the present study~see
Ref. 7 for details! and it was found that the probe atom
preferred to substitute both the RE as well as Fe sites,
ticularly in the orthoferrites containing lighter RE atoms, a
that the MHF at the Fe site was larger compared to the
atom site. Since, at higher temperatures, the magnetic or
ing in these compounds involves primarily the Fe31 ions

FIG. 1. The observed x-ray powder-diffraction spectra
LaCrO3 and LaFeO3 perovskite samples at room temperature
which both samples crystallize in orthorhombic structure. The s
lines represent the calculated pattern with the Rietveld method.
residuals are shown in the lower part of the curve.
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through superexchange interactions via Fe31-O22-Fe31

bonds, it was argued that the supertransferred field at
111Cd probe should be larger when it substitutes the Fe a
since the Fe-O-Fe(111Cd) exchange bond angle is near
180° compared to the RE atom where the Fe-O-RE(111Cd)
exchange bond angle is close to 90°. Furthermore, a di
comparison of the PAC results with those of57Fe-Mössbauer
measurements in these compounds12 strongly suggested tha
the 111Cd probe, substituting an Fe atom, is most likely
sense a large MHF but a small EFG, whereas the probe
stituting a RE atom should sense a small MHF and a la
EFG. Our PAC results of LaFeO3, obtained both at 295 and
800 K (TN5740 K), are quite similar to those obtained b
Rearick, Catchen, and Adams.7 We therefore agree with the
above assignment for the probe sites in LaFeO3. The results
of PAC measurements of LaCrO3 show very similar features
of electric-quadrupole and magnetic dipole interactions a
the case of LaFeO3 and, therefore, strongly suggest th
above assignments also for the111Cd probe in LaCrO3.

We first present the results of the PAC measurement
LaCrO3 and LaFeO3 samples carried out above their Ne´el
temperatures. As mentioned before, two major quadrup
frequencies were observed in each compound. The lo
quadrupole frequencies are assigned to the Cr or Fe
while the higher frequencies correspond to111Cd probes at
the La site. It has been further observed that the rela
fractions of the probe nuclei at the La and Cr~Fe! sites are

r
t
d
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FIG. 2. Structure of an orthorhombically distorted perovsk
ABO3.
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R. DOGRAet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 224104
highly dependent on the temperature at which the samp
sintered. This effect is shown in Fig. 5 for LaFeO3. While an
increase in sintering temperature enhanced the La site
tion, a third unknown fraction appears at the expense of b
La and Cr~Fe! site fractions and its population increases w
the sintering temperature. At the sintering temperature
about 1620 K the minor fractions in both compounds are l
than 5–7%. These minor fractions are characterized bynQ
5110 MHz, h51 andnQ5154 MHz, h50, respectively,
for LaCrO3 and LaFeO3 and do not show significant tem
perature dependence. We do not quite understand the o
of these unknown fractions.

It can be seen from Fig. 6, which shows the temperat
dependence of the hyperfine parameters for LaCrO3, that the
h value for 111Cd probe nuclei occupying Cr sites increas
from 0.6 to 1.0 between 295 and 530 K indicating a lar
distortion of CrO6 octahedra that increases with temperatu
The correspondingh values for the La site are close to 0
and do not change in this temperature range. The largh
values in both cases imply that the EFG principal axes at
and Cr sites are not aligned with the crystallographic ax
Much smaller values ofh are observed for both sites a
temperatures above 530 K. This sudden drop in theh value
is due to a well-known3–5 phase transition from orthorhom
bic to rhombohedral structure at about 512 K. The rhom
hedral structure with a threefold rotation axis at La as wel
at Cr sites is more symmetric than the orthorhombic str
ture. A small but nonzero value ofh in the rhombohedra
phase is an indication that the axial symmetry is not perf

FIG. 3. The perturbation functions and their Fourier transfor
for 111Cd probes in LaCrO3 at various temperatures. Solid lines a
the least-squares fits of the theoretical function to the experime
data. IndicatorsR and O point to the frequency components a
signed to the rhombohedral and the orthorhombic phases, res
tively.
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most probably, due to the presence of111Cd impurity probe
atoms substituting Cr and La. In the vicinity of the tempe
ture region 512–530 K, there is an abrupt increase in
values of the quadrupole interaction frequenciesnQ to
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FIG. 4. The perturbation functions and their Fourier transfor
for 111Cd probes in LaFeO3 at various temperatures. Solid lines a
the least-squares fits of the theoretical function to the experime
data. IndicatorsR and O point to the frequency components a
signed to the rhombohedral and the orthorhombic phases, res
tively.

FIG. 5. Effect of sintering temperature on the site occupation
111Cd probes in LaFeO3. The measured perturbation functions
800 K are shown for the sample sintered at~a! 1473 and~b! 1723
K. The inset shows the variation of the Fe site fraction as a func
of sintering temperature.
4-4
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HYPERFINE INTERACTION MEASUREMENTS IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B63 224104
;44% and to;70% for La and Cr sites. The Fourier spe
tra indicated coexistence of two phases in the tempera
range 512–530 K, therefore the data were fitted with t
different sets of quadrupole interaction parameters. T
rhombohedral phase is stable above 530 K up to at least
K, the highest temperature at which the measurements w
performed. A relatively narrow frequency distribution (d
;4%) is observed for the probes at the Cr site over
measured temperature range except at 295 K whered is
;10%. As the Ne´el temperature of LaCrO3 is close to room
temperature, the influence of a small magnetic hyperfine fi
is most probably responsible for this increase in the f
quency distribution. The frequency distribution at the La s
is very small:d,2%. It is interesting to note thatnQ de-
creases slowly but almost linearly in both phases with
creasing temperature. This roughly corresponds to an ea
observation of the linear thermal expansion of the LaCr3
lattice13 above and below the structural phase-transition te
perature. It is further observed that the relative populati
of the probe nuclei at La and Cr remain essentially cons
over the entire temperature range 295–848 K.

The temperature dependence of the hyperfine param
of LaFeO3, shown in Fig. 7, has similar features as in t
case of LaCrO3. There are, however, a few notable diffe
ences. The onset of the orthorhombic-to-rhombohedral st
tural phase transition occurs around 1223 K and the
phases coexist in the temperature region of 1223–1253
While the asymmetry parameter for the La site rema
nearly constant,h;0.5, the value for the Fe site decreas
gradually from;1.0 to;0.6 in the temperature range 750
1220 K. The decreasing of theh value for the Fe site indi-
cates that the distortion of the FeO6 octahedra in the ortho
rhombic phase is somewhat less~the FeO6 octahedron is

FIG. 6. The temperature dependence of fitted hyperfine par
eters (h andnQ) of 111Cd at La and Cr sites in LaCrO3. The dotted
lines show the region of the coexistence of both orthorhombic
rhombohedral phases.
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more relaxed! at higher temperatures. The asymmetry para
eters for both sites drop almost to zero at about 1223 K
remain at this value in the rhombohedral phase up to
highest measured temperature of 1324 K. This is once a
consistent with the threefold axial symmetry at La as well
at Fe sites in the rhombohedral phase of the LaFeO3 perov-
skite. Although the interaction frequencies for both sites
crease suddenly around the phase-transition temperature
jump (;14% for the La site and;35% for the Fe site! in
the values ofnQ is not as dramatic as in the LaCrO3 perov-
skite. For the La site, the frequency distribution parameted
remains very small~1–2%! over the whole temperatur
range 750–1324 K and the site fraction is essentially c
stant except at higher temperature where it decreases. In
orthorhombic phase, the La site frequency reduces gradu
from ;140 MHz at 800 K to;110 MHz at 1253 K with
increasing temperature, jumps to a higher value
;125 MHz at the phase-transition region of 1223–1253
and then continues to decrease almost linearly with temp
ture in the rhombohedral phase. In contrast, the quadru
frequency for the Fe fraction changes very little in the orth
rhombic phase but has much wider distributiond;5 –8%.
In the rhombohedral phase, the quadrupole frequency
characterized by an almost axially symmetric electric-fie
gradient with very narrow distribution. The quadrupole fr
quency in this phase decreases linearly up to the hig
measured temperature.

Figure 8 shows the PAC spectra of LaCrO3 and LaFeO3
samples below their respective magnetic transition temp
tures. While the spectra of LaFeO3 show well-defined com-
bined electric-quadrupole and magnetic dipole interacti
from which the magnetic hyperfine fields can be deduc
~see inset of Fig. 8!, the spectra of LaCrO3 have a strong

-

d

FIG. 7. The temperature dependence of fitted hyperfine par
eters (h andnQ) of 111Cd at La and Cr sites in LaFeO3. The dotted
lines show the region of the coexistence of both orthorhombic
rhombohedral phases.
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damping below 220 K that continues up to 15 K. The o
served damping reflects a wide distribution in the obser
hyperfine field and it was not possible to perform a prec
analysis of the data to deduce unique hyperfine parame
below 220 K. Using fixed quadrupole frequenciesnQ for the
Cr site, extrapolated from the data given in Fig. 6, we a
lyzed the PAC spectra of LaCrO3 at 275 and 220 K and
obtained the Larmor frequenciesvL as 10~1! and 17~4!
Mrad/s, respectively, with a relatively wide distribution. Th
deduced hyperfine magnetic fields are 0.67~7! and 1.1~3! T at
275 and 220 K, respectively.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Electric-field gradient

Since there is no formal charge difference between In31

and La31 and Cr31 and Fe31 we rule out the possibility tha
the EFG’s at the La and Cr~Fe! sites in LaCrO3(LaFeO3)
perovskites are due to a trapping of defects. Furthermore
observation of only a small frequency distribution in a
cases indicates that the probe atoms occupy mostly subs
tional positions and are relatively free from point defec
This enabled us to measure accurately the interaction
quencies and hence the EFG’s.

The large EFG at the La site comes mainly from 12 s
rounding O22 ions forming a dodecahedra with four long
~La-O1) and eight shorter~La-O2) bonds. In contrast, the
EFG’s at Cr~Fe! sites are due only to six surrounding O22

ions forming an octahedron and distributed in two plan
with two Cr~Fe!-O1 bonds in one plane and the remainin
four Cr~Fe!-O2 bonds in another plane~see Fig. 2!, leading
to a smaller contribution to the EFG. Since th
La-O1(La-O2) bonds are coupled with Cr~Fe!-

FIG. 8. Perturbation functionsR(t) of the 111Cd probe in
LaCrO3 and LaFeO3 below their respective Ne´el temperatures. All
spectra were fitted with a two-site model of combined elect
quadrupole and magnetic dipole interactions. The inset shows
variation of the magnetic hyperfine field at the Fe site in LaFeO3 as
a function of temperature.
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O2@Cr(Fe)-O1# bonds, any change in La-O bond length w
affect the CrO6(FeO6) octahedron symmetry and vice-vers
It has been observed14 that an increase in the temperatu
does not modify all bond lengths in dodecahedra and o
hedra by the same amount: while some of the bonds incre
with increasing temperature, others decrease. The EFG a
cation sites will, therefore, be determined by the contrib
tions from all of these variations in bond lengths. It w
pointed out that within errors, the quadrupole frequencies
La and Cr~Fe! sites decrease linearly in the rhombohed
phase over the measured temperature range, indicating
the La-O bond length and the corresponding tilting and tw
ing of CrO6(FeO6) octahedron smoothly change with tem
perature. On the other hand, in the orthorhombic phase,
decrease in the Cr site frequency with temperature is slo
than at the La site and the Fe site frequency is almost t
perature independent. It appears that, while the change
the Fe-O bond lengths are not sufficient to produce the
fective change in EFG with temperature, they are suffici
to produce the observed decrease in the asymmetry pa
eter. In the orthorhombic LaFeO3 perovskite, we expect the
observed decrease in the EFG at the La site with increa
temperature due to a decrease in the distortion of the La12
dodecahedra, and as a consequence a decrease in the d
tion of FeO6 octahedron. The observed decrease in the as
metry parameter to nearly zero and an increase in the E
values for the111Cd probe nuclei at La and Cr~Fe! sites near
the structural phase-transition temperature provide mic
scopic evidence that the local point symmetry of the crys
has changed.

Point-charge model~PCM! calculations ofVzz and h
were performed for both perovskites in the orthorhom
phase. Formal charges of13 and22 were assigned to La
Fe, Cr, and oxygen ions, respectively. The lattice sum w
performed numerically to within a sphere of radius of 100
with a probe atom at the origin. The lattice parameters a
the atomic positions were taken from the Rietveld analysis
the samples. The resulting value ofVzz

lat was then multiplied
by (12g`) whereg`529.27 is the known Sternheimer an
tishielding factor for Cd to obtain the EFG at the nuclear s
Vzz

PCM5(12g`)Vzz
lat . The results of the PCM calculation o

Vzz and h are shown in Table I for La and Cr~Fe! sites in

-
he

TABLE I. Experimental values ofVzz andh determined at room
temperature for LaCrO3 and LaFeO3 perovskites compared to th
values calculated by a point-charge model~PCM! for a distorted
orthorhombic structure.

uVzz
expu Vzz

PCM

Compound Site (1021 V/m2) hexp (1021 V/m2) hPCM

La 7.0~9! 0.47~3! 2.5 0.53
LaCrO3

Cr 1.5~2! 0.64~9! 23.5 0.92

La 7.3~9! 0.43~2! 4.2 0.45
LaFeO3

Fe 1.3~2! 0.95~5! 16 0.43
4-6
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both perovskites. The experimental results are included
this table for comparison. While the agreement between
experimental and calculated values of asymmetry parame
h is reasonable only for the La sites, the agreement forVzz is
quite poor. Whereas theVzz values for La sites are found t
be underestimated by a factor of about 2, the values for
and Fe sites are overestimated by a factor of more than
The disagreement between PCM calculations and exp
mentally observed EFG values indicates large contributi
from covalent bonding. In a previous compilation15 of EFG
values on111Cd at cation sites for different types of oxides
better agreement between the experimentalVzz and Vzz

PCM

was obtained in cases where the cation-O22 bond distance
was greater than 2.1 Å . In the case of LaCr(Fe)O3 perovs-
kites, the La-O22 and Cr~Fe!-O22 bond distances range from
2.50 to 2.72 and 1.92 to 1.98 Å, respectively. Although
disagreement between experimental and calculated EFG
ues are larger in this work, we can conclude that basical
similar behavior is followed by LaCr(Fe)O3 compounds.
More elaborate electronic structure calculations may be
quired to correctly describe the effects of covalent bondi

Recent PAC measurements have clearly shown that
perovskite compounds such asABO3 (A5Pb, Ba; B5Ti,
Hf!, the observed electric-quadrupole frequencies and as
metry parameters change by a large amount from one p
to another.16–18 We have observed similar trends near stru
tural phase transitions in both compounds LaCrO3 and
LaFeO3. Since the overall temperature dependence ofnQ and
h for both sites follows a steplike behavior, we character
these phase transitions as step transitions. The obse
structural phase transition in these compounds is not a fi
order transition since two different sets of interaction f
quencies at both sites appear to coexist near the trans
temperature. This large temperature range of coexiste
may be due to the fact that the polycrystalline sample c
sists of grains with varying sizes and the phase transfor
tion involves volume change and, at a specific tempera
near the transition, only a part of the grains may have co
pleted the phase transformation, i.e., the local temperatu
each grain with a different size is different. The fact that t
probe nuclei at each atomic site are characterized by two
of quadrupole frequencies near transition temperature cle
indicates that the probes reside in two types of grains dif
ing in structure. Catchen, Hollinger and Rearick18 have ex-
plained this type of coexistence by considering nucleat
temperature within the powder specimen, where nuclea
sites are related with point defects and their distribution
nonuniform.

B. Magnetic hyperfine interaction

The Cd21 probe, formed in the decay of111In, substitu-
tionally replaces the transition-metal ions Cr31 or Fe31 in
LaCrO3 and LaFeO3, respectively, and is octahedrally su
rounded by six oxygen anions and further by six transitio
metal ions all belonging to the same sublattice. One sho
therefore expect a hyperfine magnetic field at the111Cd
nucleus if spin density is transferred from the paramagn
Cr31(Fe31) ions to the diamagnetic Cd21 ion through
22410
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Cr31(Fe31)2O222Cd21 bonds. The transfer occur
through the spin polarization of the closed Cd21 s shells by
magnetic neighbors as well as through the overlap of
oxygenp orbital transferring unpaired spin density into th
outermost Cd 5s orbital.19 This interaction is analogous t
the indirect Cr~Fe!-O-Cr~Fe! exchange interaction and th
effective field is referred to as the supertransferred hyper
magnetic field~SHMF!.

Since orbitals with rotational symmetry around the bo
axis transfer maximum spin density, these should be con
ered in the first place, e.g.,eg orbitals (dz2 and dx22y2) in
Cr31(Fe31), p orbitals in O22, and s orbitals in Cd21. In
Cr31 (3d3→t2g

3↑eg
0) the eg orbitals are empty, therefore, th

t2g orbitals (dxy , dyz , dzx), which have relatively small
overlap with the orbitals of nearby oxygen or lanthanu
ions, tend to form a localizedt2g ion core and transfer les
spin density to Cd21 orbitals via Cr31-O22-Cd21 exchange
bonds. As a consequence, the supertransferred magneti
perfine field at Cd21 nuclei would be smaller in LaCrO3 as
compared to LaFeO3 where maximum spin density is trans
ferred to Cd21 through the Fe31-O22-Cd21 bond sinceeg

orbitals in Fe31 (3d5→t2g
3↑eg

2↑) have two spin (↑) electrons.
One does not expect any contribution from lanthanum io
towards the observed hyperfine field because these ions o
magnetically below 10 K. The observed hyperfine magne
field at the La site in both compounds is small (;0.3 T) as
relatively small spin density is likely to be transferred
Cd21 ions at La sites from the nearest Cr31(Fe31) ions. This
is due to the fact that the Cr31(Fe31)2O222La31 ex-
change bond angle is approximately 90° and produces on
small overlap of oxygenp orbitals withs orbitals of Cd21.

The PAC spectra for LaFeO3 and LaCrO3 measured by
using the 140La→140Ce probe obtained below their respe
tive Néel temperatures are shown in Fig. 9. Since the qu
rupole moment of the 2083-keV 41 state of140Ce is known
to be very small,20 we expect to observe an almost pu
magnetic dipole interaction at the La site. Unfortunately
was not possible to determine accurate values of the Lar
frequencies from these measurements as the observed m

FIG. 9. Perturbation functionsR(t) of the 140Ce probe in
LaCrO3 and LaFeO3 below their respective Ne´el temperatures.
4-7
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lation period is very large compared to the time window f
observation, the half-life~3.5 ns! of the intermediate state o
the gamma cascade. We therefore estimated from comp
simulation an upper limit of the Larmor frequencyvL in
both cases to be;20 Mrad/s and the corresponding hype
fine magnetic field to be of the order of 0.3–0.4 T. The
results reconfirm our findings from the PAC measureme
with 111In→111Cd probes that the supertransferred hyperfi
magnetic field at the La site in these perovskites is rat
small. A visual inspection of the spectra in Fig. 9 shows t
the slope for the LaCrO3 curve is higher than that for the
LaFeO3. This is because of the fact that the 90
Cr31-O22-La31 superexchange interactions are strong
than 90° Fe31-O22-La31 superexchange interactions.21

As the orbital angular momentum is quenched due to
crystal-field potential of the oxygen octahedra,22 the mag-
netic moments of Cr31 and Fe31 are due to spin only, with
values of 3 and 5mB , respectively. One should therefor
expect that the resulting SMHF at111Cd probes on Cr31 and
Fe31 sites are approximately in the same ratio, i.e., 3:5. T
inset in Fig. 8 shows the temperature dependence of MH
the Fe site in LaFeO3, which follows the well-known power
law Bh f(T)5Bh f(0)(12T/TN)b for magnetic materials
yielding Bh f

Cd(0)519.4(4) T corresponding to a frequenc
vL(0)5285(5) Mrad/s and exponentb50.44(2). In order
to compare the hyperfine field in both perovskites, we
sumed that the temperature dependence of MHF at the
site in LaCrO3 is approximately the same as for the Fe site
LaFeO3 and follows the same power law. The deduc
Bh f

Cd(0)52.4(3) T at the Cr site in LaCrO3 is smaller by
almost a factor of 8 than the corresponding value in LaFe3.
It appears therefore that considerably less spin densit
transferred to Cd21 probes through the Cr31-O22-Cd21

bond despite the fact that the exchange bond angles of 1
in LaCrO3 and 164° in LaFeO3 are nearly the same. Thes
bond angles were calculated from the computer simula
structures using fitted parameters taken from the x-r
diffraction measurements. One possible explanation could
that the p orbitals of oxygen are polarized as a result
charge transfer to unoccupiedd orbitals of Cr31 and the
transfer of oxygenp electrons with spin (↑) into the empty
eg orbital of Cr31 predominates because of the strong int
atomic interaction with the localizedt2g electrons (↑), which
leads to a negative spin density on thep orbital of oxygen.23

The resulting spin density transferred to the diamagn
Cd21 ion will thus be much less compared to LaFeO3 where
the d orbitals of Fe13 (t2g andeg) are half-filled.
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V. CONCLUSION

The present PAC measurements in LaCrO3 and LaFeO3
perovskites have reconfirmed that in these compounds
111In→111Cd probe nuclei prefer to substitute both La a
Cr~Fe! cation sites. The observation of only a narrow dist
bution of quadrupole frequencies is an indication that pro
atoms occupy mostly substitutional positions in the latti
The relative population of the probe atoms substituting La
Fe is found to be highly dependent on the sintering tempe
ture of the sample. A higher sintering temperature leads
larger La site occupation. Extensive PAC measureme
both above and below the Ne´el temperatures, have reveale
important information on structural as well as magne
properties of both perovskites. The temperature depend
of the electric-quadrupole interaction in the paramagnetic
gion shows the presence of a phase transition from an or
rhombic to rhombohedral structure. The structural ph
transition shows a steplike behavior and is characterized
the coexistence of orthorhombic and rhombohedral pha
between 512 and 530 K in LaCrO3 and between 1223 an
1253 K in LaFeO3. The PCM calculations ofVzz and the
asymmetry parameterh for 111Cd nuclei substituting La as
well as Cr~Fe! sites were carried out for both compounds
the orthorhombic phase. The calculated values ofVzz are not
in good agreement with the experimental results. The P
measurements below the Ne´el temperature show the pres
ence of magnetic ordering in both perovskites. The obser
MHF at the111Cd probe substituting the Cr and Fe atom si
is believed to be due to the transfer of spin density from
paramagnetic ions Cr31 and Fe31 to the diamagnetic Cd21

ion via the Cr~Fe!-O-Cd bond with the participation of an
intermediate oxygen ion. The supertransferred magnetic
perfine field at the Fe sites in LaFeO3 was found to increase
smoothly with decreasing temperature. Strong damping
observed in the perturbation functions for the LaCr3
sample below 220 K. The observed supertransferred MH
the Cr site is much smaller than at the Fe site. PAC meas
ments with140Ce as well as111Cd probes also indicate onl
a small supertransferred MHF at the La site.
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